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Cortana, and Pearce are on the side of the Master Chief and, as a.I
just love the comics world! I collect them all and read them! I'm a

huge fan of the Planet of the Apes films and anything involving them!
I also love the Batman universe and Superman! I enjoy reading

almost all genres of books! I'm also a huge Star Wars fan! I love to
watch the movies and play online on NetZero. I'm always on the

lookout for new shows and movies! I have many pets and believe in
taking good care of them. Thursday, August 31, 2012 Note this is the
SCRATCHED version, the one shown on the trailer looks a bit better
than this, just thought I'd let you know. Not sure why they had to
chop it up the way they did, but as always, I love how Leonardo

DiCaprio puts his all into something... Monday, August 28, 2012 I'm
not a big fan of documentaries, I don't have the patience to sit and
watch something like that. I do admit though, that I love the music,
the epicness of it and how Michael Bay shows the strengths of what
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he knows. Monday, August 21, 2012 JACKIE KENT IS NUTS! He's one of
my favourite characters and this new trailer has got me excited about
the upcoming ZOOLANDER movie! I wish this trailer was on the Planet

of the Apes trailer, those look better I think. I'm looking forward to
seeing it now, though I don't think c6a93da74d
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